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Double independent system
Floor standing very high
production capacity
Pump or gravity feeding
Adjustable overrun and consistency 
control
Design to satisfy all customers needs
Two tanks works seperate
Condenser in box to increase the  
exchange efficiency of cooling

Two compressors for fully independent
 control of the twin flavors, like two 
machines in one. Saving time and 
energy, as you can work using just one 
side if necessary

Keep machine working more quiet, 
special design and tech to reduce 
noise

Helps pump and gear working life and 
allows flexibility and maximum pump 
performance

Optimizes the refrigeration efficiency 
for fast freeze downtime, first cylinder 
only 6-8minutes,  less waste and 
saving energy 

FLOOR STANDING
DOUBLE SYSTEM

Characters Independent double system

Lower noise Tech

Independent pump system

SS beater and cylinder

series

Pasteurization
65℃
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Optional configurations

Gear pump feeding

GP300DC

Ready
Heating

》45%

Gear pump

Ready
Heating

Defrost

Pasteurization
65℃

New conceptions pump design with
pressurizing system to produce 
constant consistency yummy ice cream
35-60% overrun adjustable

Heat Treatment 
It is very import system to helps to save 
the cleaning time and Freezing cylinder
Re-fresh mixtures to original physical 
features after overnight

Self-pasteurization
With self-pasteurization system the 
machine can be cleaned and 
disassembled only 2 times per month
14 days no cleaning

NEW CONECPTION

GP300DC

3.3Kw

60Kg

750cones 850cones 1000cones

68Kg 80Kg

√ √ √

3.5Kw 3.6Kw

220kg/250kg 240kg/270kg 230kg/260kg

GP300DC-AP

513*832.5*1520mm

230V-50/60Hz/1phs or 380V/3phs

2+mix

12L×2

Air  cooling  back  spreading  heat 

2L×2 3L×2

GP300DC-EB ( Huge  capacity)Model

Optional Optional Optional

Optional Optional Optional

Gravity feed Pump feed Gravity/pump feed

2(Hermetic) >1.5Hp  compressor  Tecumseh/Embraco/Cubigel 2*2Hp  Tecumseh  Compressor

No.of flavors

Size(W*D*H) 

Weight (net/gross)

Power supply

Rated power input

Hopper capacity

Freezing Cylinder

Mix deliver system

Cooling system

Precool / standby 

No. of compressor

Hourly production 
(80g/cone)

Defrosting system

Pasteurization

PUMP/GRAVITY FEED

PasteurizationWash kit

Wash kit
Cleaning kit above the tank to facilitate
the cleaning operation and save time

in ice cream machine


